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Map 1.1. Moscow. CAD. New Elite Buildings. Volume and Structure

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

The supply volume in the elite primary market of Moscow amounted to approx 161,7 thous. sq. m. in 30
residential complexes in October 2010. The largest volume of supply (more than 80%) could be observed in
such districts as Khamovniki, Tverskoy, Presnensky and Zamoskvorechie.
In the past month the elite primary market of Moscow enlarged by a new property at bld.2, 28, Trubetskaya
street. The project of a new house, the construction of which has already begun, represents 10-12-floor
residential complex, which includes a children center with a cinema hall and a sports-recreational complex with a
swimming-pool, a gym, a massage and medicine room, saunas, a billiard room and a solarium. The house is
meant for 90 flats measuring from 100 sq.m.
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Map 1.2. Moscow. CAD. New Elite Buildings. Prices

Graph 1.1. Dynamics of prices for elite residential space
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In October 2010 the average price for elite new buildings remained practically at the same level - $17,500 per
sq. m. The increase of prices by developers was not noticed. The most expensive new buildings were
traditionally offered in Ostozhenka-Prechistenka ($24,550 per sq. m.), in Presnensky district ($20, 520 per sq.
m.) and in Yakimanka ($ 17, 890 per sq. m.).
The average price in the secondary elite market reached $23, 890 per sq. m. in October 2010. The past
month brought minor growth of prices in this segment (+1,1%). The most expensive districts were: OstozhenkaPrechistenka ($28,690 per sq. m.), Khamovniki ($26, 690 per sq. m.) and Presnensky ($24, 060 per sq. m.).
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Map 2.1. Moscow. CAD. Supply volume and structure

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

The main events and news in the commercial real estate market in October were connected with a new
mayor of Moscow S.Sobyanin, who entered upon his duties on October, 21. New mayor’s office has already
been successful in making a lot of critical announcements within the framework of solution of one of the most
difficult and foreground problems of the city – transport. Among other things they cast doubt on reasonability of
“Moscow-City” MIBC development in the way it is being implemented, in other words, with serious drawbacks in
transport component. In all probability other projects dealing with construction of business-centers and MFC will
also undergo thorough examination of new mayor’s office, first of all, disputable from the point of view of their
practicability or problem from the point of view of their implementation (frozen projects, undeveloped sites, etc.).
At the same time the trend of gradual recovery of the market remains relevant: two new projects were
announced in October 2010, one of them – “Metropolia” on the territory of “Moskvich” industrial zone – a very
large-scale project, presupposing development of 21 ha and construction of approx 1 mln. sq. m. of commercial
areas (offices – 700 thous. sq. m.), and the second one – office-apartments MFC measuring 49 thous. sq. m. on
Sadovnicheskaya embankment (developer is Inteco company).
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Map 2.2. Moscow. Rental Rates*. Commissioned Properties. Announced Projects

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

The market remains moderately active from the demand point of view. In October several transactions by
office premises rent were concluded, it is notable that the majority of them were concluded for the properties
beyond TTR. At the same time the main trends in demand remain “crisis” – the average rentable area is not too
large, small blocks measuring up to 100 sq. m. and 101-300 sq. m. are the most liquid. The share of demand for
office premises purchase also stays rather high.
These trends are reflected in the supply in the market: thus, 40 blocks measuring from 109 to 240 sq. m. are
put on sale in new “Newton” BC, which is a part of Nagatino-iland technopark.
As far as price indices of the office real estate market are concerned, they remain rather stable. Despite
rather active paces of premises absorption and gradual decline of vacant supply level, due to the slowdown of
paces of new properties delivery, there is no stable growing dynamics of rental rates and sale prices. Besides,
the delivery of more than 500 thous. sq. m. of new area is expected by the end of the year, which will cause
vacancy rate growth and, most probably, will prevent prices from growing for some more time.

* - hereinafter the rental rates are indicated exclusive of VAT and OPEX
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Map 3.1. Russia. Opening of new retail centers.

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

During October no new properties were launched in Moscow. Five retail centers (see Spreadsheet) were
opened in regions. The trend of new properties opening remains characteristic of Moscow and regional retail real
estate market: companies strive for completing annual plans and being in time for the New Year sales peak.
However, it should be noted that in new properties the share of stores, including “anchor” tenants, which do not
function at the moment of RC opening, seeking to reduce risks for the “promotion” period, is large, which affects
the image of RC negatively.
The opening of the first in Russia hypermarket of household appliances and electronics Saturn (a part of
METRO Group along with MediaMarkt) in VEGAS REC at the Kashirskoe highway should be mentioned among
important events of October 2010. The aggregate area of the shop amounts to 6,700 sq. m. By the end of 2010
the first regional shop Saturn will be opened in Voronezh. Besides, in the nearest years such international
players as Prada Group (rented two premises from Crocus Group for the opening of shops), American retail
operator of clothes, shoes and accessories Abercrombie&Fitch, Danish jewelry chain Pandora (by franchise,
Panclub company) and Israeli chain of cafes Aroma Espresso Bar are getting ready for entering the Russian
market.
The intentions of German retail operator of Douglas perfumery shops to sell his Russian subdivision “Douglas
Rivoli”, managing the chain of 30 shops were also announced in October. The sale will in all probability mean the
change of the property structure, the chain will not leave the Russian market and will keep developing under
Douglas brand: the opening of Douglas shop took place in “Smolensky passage” RC in October.
Spreadsheet 3.2. Entry of professional retail centers to the market, regional cities
Name

City

Total/ retail area, sq. m

Developer

Golden Park
SunnyMart
Rubin
RIO
RIO*

Novosibirsk
Penza
Tver
Tula
Ivanovo

30 000 / 19 500
21 000 / n/a
55 000 / 35 000
25 000 / 15 000
45 000 / 30 000

Uspeh GC
London & Regional Properties
Rythm-2000
Tashir Group
Tashir Group

* Retail center specializes in textile goods
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Map 3.3. Moscow. Rental rates for retail premises.

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In October street retail segment of Moscow did not display any serious dynamics of indices. Supply volume
of premises grew insignificantly, which was conditioned by the owners’ wish to reconsider existing lease
contracts and raise the rates: the number of offered premises still exceeds the really vacant areas.
The ranges of rental rates indices narrowed insignificantly: the upper borders reduction took place due to the
fact that the most attractive premises in retail streets, which were always in high demand among retail operators,
left the market.
In great likelihood no important change of indices of vacant areas and rental rates will take place till the end
of the year. A new round of rates growth may be expected in Q1 2011 as the players’ confidence concerning the
market perspectives grows, buyers’ activity recovers and the competition among retail operators strengthens due
to the new players’ entry to the Russian market.
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Map 4.1. Moscow. Hotel market structure

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In October two new hotel projects involving Hilton Worldwide hotel operator were announced in Moscow.
Thus, Doubletree by Hilton hotel for 439 rooms (upscale positioning) is to be opened near Vnukovo airport in
2011, and at the beginning of 2012 Hilton Moscow Leningradsky-Riverside at the Leningradskoe highway (270
rooms, upper upscale positioning) will enter the market.
Besides, it was announced in October that Hampton (a part of Hilton Worldwide) and Ramada (Wyndham
Hotel Group) will become possible managers of the economy-class hotels chain, erected in Moscow by German
company MAWI. Currently only one hotel operator – Accor Hotels with Ibis brand works in this segment of the
hotel market of Moscow.
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Map 4.2. Russia. Opening of new hotels.

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In October three hotel properties under international operators’ management were opened in regional cities.
These are the first in Russia properties under Doubletree by Hilton brand in Novosibirsk (4*, 188 rooms) and Tui
Hotel Kaluga in Kaluga (Tui Hotels&Resorts, 4*, 136 rooms and 74 apartments), as well as another property of
Park Inn chain – Park Inn Kazan (3*, 151 rooms). It is evident that these hotels are meant predominantly for
business-tourists, the property in Kaluga is oriented mainly towards employees of Volkswagen factory, located
nearby: apartments (about one third of the hotel fund) may be used for a long-term accommodation of foreign
employees of the company, conference-premises – for corporate events, negotiations, trainings holding. Tui
Hotel Kaluga location in the place of concentration of the potential consumers of services reflects a modern trend
of hotels development, oriented towards the satisfaction of business demand, which is expressed more vividly in
Moscow, where business-hotels projects are drawn towards formed business districts.
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Map 5.1. Moscow Region. Delivered countryside projects

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In October 2010 the Novorizhskoe highway remained the leader by new properties delivery in the
countryside residential real estate market. Vector Investment company began the implementation of the Zorino
project within 50 km from MKAD in the Istrinskaya valley, where 5 new settlements will be built at 125 ha area.
Avrora Capital company began sales in the business-segment settlement “Solnechny bereg” (54 km from
MKAD). GOOD WOOD company announced the beginning of “Novorizhsky Oasis” settlement implementation,
which is located in 95 km from MKAD along Novorizhskoe direction. Another 2 new projects were launched at
the Kashirskoe highway: sales began in “Lesnoy kray” settlement in 75 km from MKAD, and Integra company set
to “Yasnogorie” settlement implementation in 90 km from MKAD; sales also began in “Dubna River Club”
settlement (developer is Estate Investment) in 100 km from MKAD along Dmitrovskoe direction.
Foreign developers’ countryside real estate return to the market is observed as the economics stabilizes:
Japan corporation “Sekisui House Ltd.” announced its plans for a new cottage settlement construction in
Moscow Region at the plot measuring 20 ha. Kaskad Development company will be the consultant of the future
project.
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Map 5.2. Moscow Region. Organized countryside settlements. Prices

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In October 2010 the average level of prices for the countryside residential real estate of Moscow Region
remained at the same level. However, minor growth of prices was recorded for several properties. For instance,
Zagorodny Project company announced the increase of prices by 5% in “Yuzhnie Gorki-2”, located within 8 km
from MKAD along the Kashirskoe highway, and in “Chernichnie Polya” settlement, located in 20 km from MKAD
along the Kievskoe highway.
However, along with developers who raise the prices for countryside properties in their projects, there are
also those, who, on the contrary, are ready to provide considerable discounts. For instance, there was the
following promotion action in the countryside settlement “Velegozh-2”, located in 110 km from MKAD along
Simferopolskoe direction – it was possible to acquire the remaining 14 plots with 30% discount till October 25.
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